Great Day Improvements, parent company of Patio Enclosures® brand
sunrooms and Stanek™ brand vinyl windows, named to Qualified
Remodeler's Top 500 of 2014
Parent company of Patio Enclosures and Stanek Windows has earned a national ranking of #15
on Qualified Remodeler's Top 500 List for 2014.
Cleveland based Great Day Improvements, LLC dba Patio Enclosures and Stanek Windows has earned a
ranking of #15 on Qualified Remodeler's Top 500 list of 2014. Due to strong growth over the past year, Great
Day Improvements jumped from a ranking of #33 in 2013.
Qualified Remodeler's Top 500 list is the remodeling industry’s most prestigious ranking. Companies are
selected based on a rigorous analysis by the Qualified Remodeler editorial staff and must meet a set of criteria
including installed remodeling dollar volume, total years in the remodeling business, industry association
membership, industry certification, industry awards and community service. It is the only third-party verified
analysis of the financial performance in the remodeling industry.
Great Day Improvements is the exclusive manufacturer and installer of Patio Enclosures® brand sunrooms and
Stanek™ brand vinyl windows and patio doors. The company is now ranked as the largest sunroom, window
and door manufacturer in Northeast Ohio and serves much of the East and Midwestern United States.
Nationally, total gross revenue reported by those on the 2014 Top 500 list is $8.25 billion, a jump of roughly 18
percent from the $6.76 billion reported in 2013.
“We have worked hard to earn this ranking,” said Bill Goddard, VP of Sales and Marketing. “Our customers
can feel confident with our financial strength and commitment to continuous improvement. Our improved
ranking is a testament to our sales and custom manufacturing capability. We build better products because we
control the process from start to finish assuring the highest quality every step of the way.” Added Goddard,
“We know that our customers are the very core of our business and we work every day to deliver the very best
customer experience to each of them.”
Based on Qualified Remodeler’s analysis, the Top 500 firms tend to share several common attributes, including
excellent business acumen, a commitment to customer service, insightful sales techniques and strong customer
loyalty,” said Laurie Banyay, managing editor. “We’re positive these attributes helped put firms like Great Day
Improvements on this list and contribute to their success.”
The Qualified Remodeler Top 500 can be found in the August issue and at
http://www.forresidentialpros.com/document/11622226/qualified-remodelers-top-500.
About Great Day Improvements, LLC:
Great Day Improvements, LLC, is the exclusive manufacturer and installer of Patio Enclosures® brand screen
rooms, sunrooms, solariums; EasyRoom™ DIY sunroom kits; Stanek™ brand vinyl windows and patio doors,
and SoftWall Finishing Systems™ - interior wall finishing panels for basements, home theaters, offices, media
rooms and bedrooms.
To learn more about Great Day Improvements, Patio Enclosures® brand sunrooms, Stanek™ brand vinyl

windows and doors or to schedule a free, in-home design consultation call 800-230-8301 or visit
www.patioenclosures.com, www.stanekwindows.com or www.greatdayimprovements.com
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Contact Information
Bill Goddard
Great Day Improvements, LLC
800-230-8301
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